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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING ON-DEMAND AND PAY-PER-
VIEW CONTENT THROUGH A HOSPITALITY SYSTEM

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates generally to television systems and,

more particularly, a system for providing on-demand content through a hospitality

system.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Satellite television has become increasingly popular due to the wide

variety of programming available and the quality of service. Hospitality systems may

offer various types of programming from cable systems or satellite systems to guests.

Often times, the systems are provided without program guides or other amenities

typically found in a home viewing experience.

[0003] Hotel owners and property managers are continually trying to provide

a wide variety of services to guests to enhance their stay at the location. Pay-per-view

and on-demand are typically provided in home-viewing cable and satellite systems.

However, hotels using satellite systems do not offer such services.

SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0004] The present disclosure provides a system and method for providing

pay-per-view content through a hospitality system.

[0005] In one aspect of the disclosure, a method includes communicating

channel data for content stored at a video server to a receiving device, receiving a

selection of the channel data to form selected content from the receiving device,

communicating content corresponding to the selection to the receiving device, storing a



purchase record corresponding to the selection at the local headend, associating the

purchase record with the receiving device within the local headend, communicating a

request for a callback from the local headend to the receiving device and communicating

a callback signal from the receiving device to an external headend comprising purchase

data corresponding to the purchase record.

[0006] In a further aspect of the disclosure, a system includes a receiving

device and a local headend in communication with the receiving device. The local

headend communicates channel data for content stored at a video server to a receiving

device, receives a selection of the channel data to form selected content from the

receiving device and communicates content corresponding to the selection to the

receiving device. The local headend stores a purchase record corresponding to the

selection at the local headend, associates the purchase record with the receiving device

within the local headend and communicates a request for a callback from the local

headend to the receiving device. The receiving device communicates a callback signal

from the receiving device to an external headend comprising purchase data corresponding

to the purchase record.

[0007] Other features of the present disclosure will become apparent when

viewed in light of the detailed description of the preferred embodiment when taken in

conjunction with the attached drawings and appended claims.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] FIG. 1 is a block diagrammatic view of a content distribution system

according to the present disclosure.

[0009] FIG. 2 is a simplified block diagrammatic view of a local content

distribution system.

[0010] FIG. 3 is a block diagrammatic representation of the flow of content in

the local headend.

[001 1] FIG. 4 is a block diagrammatic view of the user receiving device

according to the present disclosure.

[0012] FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a method for receiving and distributing pay-

per-view and on-demand content.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0013] The following description is merely exemplary in nature and is not

intended to limit the present disclosure, application, or uses. For purposes of clarity, the

same reference numbers will be used in the drawings to identify similar elements. As

used herein, the term module refers to an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC),

an electronic circuit, a processor (shared, dedicated, or group) and memory that execute

one or more software or firmware programs, a combinational logic circuit, and/or other

suitable components that provide the described functionality. As used herein, the phrase

at least one of A, B, and C should be construed to mean a logical (A or B or C), using a

non-exclusive logical OR. It should be understood that steps within a method may be

executed in different order without altering the principles of the present disclosure.



[0014] The teachings of the present disclosure can be implemented in a

system for communicating content to an end user or user device. Both the data source

and the user device may be formed using a general computing device having a memory or

other data storage for incoming and outgoing data. The memory may comprise but is not

limited to a hard drive, FLASH, RAM, PROM, EEPROM, ROM phase-change memory

or other discrete memory components.

[001 5] Each general purpose computing device may be implemented in analog

circuitry, digital circuitry or combinations thereof. Further, the computing device may

include a microprocessor or microcontroller that performs instructions to carry out the

steps performed by the various system components.

[0016] A content or service provider is also described. A content or service

provider is a provider of data to the end user. The service provider, for example, may

provide data corresponding to the content such as metadata as well as the actual content

in a data stream or signal. The content or service provider may include a general purpose

computing device, communication components, network interfaces and other associated

circuitry to allow communication with various other devices in the system.

[0017] Further, while the following disclosure is made with respect to the

delivery of video (e.g., television (TV), movies, music videos, etc.), it should be

understood that the systems and methods disclosed herein could also be used for delivery

of any media content type, for example, audio, music, data files, web pages, advertising,

etc. Additionally, throughout this disclosure reference is made to data, content,

information, programs, movie trailers, movies, advertising, assets, video data, etc.,

however, it will be readily apparent to persons of ordinary skill in the art that these terms

are substantially equivalent in reference to the example systems and/or methods disclosed



herein. As used herein, the term title will be used to refer to, for example, a movie itself

and not the name of the movie. Insert detailed description.

[0018] While the following disclosure is made with respect to example

DIRECTV® broadcast services and systems, it should be understood that many other

delivery systems are readily applicable to disclosed systems and methods. Such systems

include wireless terrestrial distribution systems, wired or cable distribution systems, cable

television distribution systems, Ultra High Frequency (UHF)/Very High Frequency

(VHF) radio frequency systems or other terrestrial broadcast systems (e.g., Multi-channel

Multi-point Distribution System (MMDS), Local Multi-point Distribution System

(LMDS), etc.), Internet-based distribution systems, cellular distribution systems, power-

line broadcast systems, any point-to-point and/or multicast Internet Protocol (IP) delivery

network, and fiber optic networks. Further, the different functions collectively allocated

among a service provider and integrated receiver/decoders (IRDs) as described below can

be reallocated as desired without departing from the intended scope of the present patent.

[0019] Referring now to FIG. 1, a satellite television broadcasting system 10

is illustrated. The satellite television broadcasting system 10 includes an operational

headend or network operations center (NOC) 12 that generates wireless uplink signals

through a transmitting antenna 14 which are received by a receiving antenna 16 of a

satellite 18. The wireless signals, for example, may be digital and in a first format used

for satellite communications. A transmitting antenna 20 generates wireless downlink

signals directed to various receiving systems including stationary systems such as those in

a building 22 or property with multiple buildings. The building 22 may be a larger home,

a multiple dwelling units, hotel or other types of commercial buildings in which having

multiple screen displays coupled to a local server are desirable.



[0020] The wireless signals may have various types of data associated with

them including various channel information such as a channel or program guide,

metadata, location information and the like. A television channel communicated from

outside the building or property will be referred to as an external channel. The guide data

corresponding to the external channel is referred to as external guide data. Both the

external guide data and external channel data may be received from the network

operations center 1 or external headend 12. The wireless signals may also have various

video and audio signals associated therewith.

[0021] The wireless signals may also include program guide data from a

program guide module 26. The program guide module 26 may communicate various

objects to the network operations center 12. Various types of data may be communicated

about the programming and grid guide including the channel number, a network

identifier, program data such as a start and end time of airing, title, numerical identifier,

content data such as actors, descriptions, ratings and the like. Program guide data may

include the relative positions of the data, the line structures for forming the grid for the

program guide and the like. The program guide data may also include data corresponding

to pay-per-view events. Pay-per-view (PPV) events are events that are broadcasted in a

linear manner and may be tuned to for a fee. Pay-per-view events are broadcasted to each

user simultaneously at a preset start time and end time. When a user purchases the pay-

per-view session, encryption data is provided to a receiving device to decode the

encrypted signal. The pay-per-view content is broadcasted on a single channel to a

plurality of receiving devices at a predetermined start time.

[0022] The program guide data may also include video-on-demand (VOD)

data. Video-on-demand content is program content that is provided to a user receiving

device when requested. That is, on-demand content is not linear content in that the start



time and end time are pre-established or scheduled. The start time and end time are based

upon the request time and thus various users may request the same content starting and

ending at different times. On-demand content may be for a fee or free. Both on-demand

and pay-per-view content may be provided free for the first few minutes as a preview.

[0023] Content may also be on-demand but originate from PPV. That is, a

local server may store PPV content therein and provide it to customers within the local

area network on-demand.

[0024] A billing system 28 may also be associated with the network operation

center or headend 12. The billing system 28 may provide billing for various operations

within the building 22. In this example, the billing system 28 may provide a bill to the

operators of the building 22 for various activity within the building including pay-per-

view viewing and video-on-demand viewing as well as other periodic service charges.

[0025] Building 22 includes an aggregated content distribution system 38 for

distributing both local content and external content. The local content may include both

local channels for providing guest information as well as local channels used for on-

demand content. The aggregated content distribution system 38 includes a receiving

antenna 40 that receives the wireless signals from the satellite 18 and processes the

signals in a local headend 42. The local headend 42 is within the property or building 22.

The local headend 42 is physically separated from the external headend 12 by some

transmission medium such as the satellite, cable or another wired, wireless network or

combination thereof. In this example, a satellite and terrestrial network 43 are used. The

terrestrial network may be a phone, cable, wired or wireless network. Although only one

antenna 40 is illustrated more antennas may be provided.

[0026] The local headend 42 provides communication signals to a plurality of

user receiving devices 44A-44N. The plurality of user receiving devices 44A-44N may



be referred to as a set top box or integrated receiver decoder. In a hotel environment the

set top box may be desired to be hidden from view. In such a situation, the set top box

may be hidden behind the television and out of sight of the customers. Such a box may

be referred to as a setback box. The set top box or setback box circuitry may be

incorporated into the display circuitry. With the exception of the pass through signals

described below, the setback box and set top box may be functionally equivalent. Unless

otherwise stated, the term user receiving device is interchangeable with a set top box

unless otherwise stated.

[0027] Each user receiving device 44A-44N may include an optional digital

video recorder (DVR) 46A-46N. The digital video recorders 46A-46N may include a

user partition and a network partition. This is illustrated below. The user partition is

memory space that is set aside for the use of recording programming thereon. The

network partition may include various controls, guide data and other data that may be

provided to the set top box that is not under the control of the user or customer. As will

be described below, the user partition may be reset or erased when a customer checks out

from the building when the building is a hotel. Parental controls may also be erased or

reset. Parental controls allow content above a rating to be restricted or not viewed at the

user receiving device.

[0028] The plurality of user receiving devices 44A-44N receives signals from

the local headend 42 and controls a respective display device 48A-48N in response to

thereto. The display devices 48A-48N may include either an audio or a video display, or

both. The display devices 48A-48N may be monitors or television displays. The display

devices 48A-48N are individually controlled by their respective user receiving devices

44A-44N.



[0029] As was mentioned above, the system 38 may also apply to a cable-

based or terrestrial wireless system. In such a case, the antenna 40 would be replaced

with a cable connection or terrestrial antenna. The system 38 may also be used in a

terrestrial broadcast system. In such a case, the satellite antenna 40 would be replaced by

a terrestrial signal receiving antenna.

[0030] The local headend 42 includes a management control system 50 that

performs many functions. The management control system 50 maintains a database with

data about the user-receiving devices 44A-44N in a local network 52 that is in

communication with the local headend 42. The management control system 50 also

provides a server-based web application to manage the user receiving devices within the

local network 52.

[0031] The management control system 50 also performs other functions

including maintaining a channel list for the local content insertion channels, pay-per-view

channel and VOD channel numbers. The channel or program metadata such as title,

description, actors, review, etc. may also be included in the channel list. As mentioned

above, the local headend may provide on-demand content for content stored within the

local headend for which special channels are allocated for delivery. The details of the

management control system will be set forth further in Fig. 3 .

[0032] The local headend 42 may also include a local content insertion (LCI)

server 54 that provides and manages the local content files, the generation of channel

information, the sending of channel information to the user receiving devices 44A-44N

and multicasting the local content via the network 52.

[0033] A console 56 may also be included within the local headend 42. The

console 56 may be a web-based computer that accesses the various server applications

provided within the local headend 42. A system operator may control the various



functions of the local headend 42 including but not limited to system settings, channel

adjustments and allocations for local channel PPV channels and VOD channels.

[0034] A property management system 58 may also be included within the

local headend 42. The property management system 58 manages various functions

including check-ins and check-outs. Also, accounting, bookkeeping, occupancy reports

and the like may also be provided from the property management system 58. The

property management system 58 may interface with various systems to perform functions

such as pay-per-view and video on-demand record retrieval, hotel headend status, room

use and the like. The property management system 58 and the management control

system 50 may be in direct communication.

[0035] The property management system 58 may also include a billing

module 60. The billing module 60 may keep track of various purchases and expenses

associated with each property area, room or user. The billing system, for example, keeps

track of the room charges, taxes, resort fees, pay-per-view and on-demand expenses. The

billing module 60 may be a standalone module or incorporated within the property

management system 58 as illustrated in the present example. The billing module 60 also

determines whether a check-out has occurred. The billing module 60 may indicate a

check-out using a check-out signal that is communicated within the property management

system 58 and externally as will be described below.

[0036] The local headend 42 may also include a video-on-demand source 62.

The video-on-demand source 62 may provide a source for both video-on-demand content

and pay-per-view content. The video-on-demand source 62 may be responsible for

receiving and storing video-on-demand files within the local headend 42 as will be further

described below. The video source 62 may also be responsible for establishing and



allocating channels for video-on-demand and pay-per-view content within the local

headend. The video source 62 may also obtain metadata.

[0037] Each of the components 50-62 may also be in communication with a

switching system 64. The switching system 64 may act as a routing system between the

various components of the local headend and between the various components of the

local headend 42 and the user receiving devices 44A-44N. The switching system 64 is

illustrated as within the headend 42. However, the switching system 64 may be at least

partially outside the local headend 42. The various functions of the components within the

local headend 42 will be described in detail below.

[0038] An aggregated content distribution system 38' may also be disposed

within a vehicle 70. The system 38' may also include an antenna 40', local headend 42'

and a plurality of user receiving devices 44A'-44N' coupled to the local headend 42'

through a network 52'. The vehicle 70 may be different types of vehicles including an

airplane, ship, train, bus, van or automobile. Each of the user receiving devices 44A-

44N' may be coupled to a respective display device 48A-48N'. As described above, each

of the user receiving devices 44A'-44N' may also include a digital video recorder 46A'-

46N', respectively. Also, the components of the local headend (50'-60') may also be

similarly disposed for controlling and providing content to the various user receiving

devices 44A-44N'.

[0039] Referring now to FIG. 2, one example of the aggregated content

distribution system 38 (or 38') is set forth for distributing local content, local pay-per-

view and local video-on-demand content. The local aggregated content distribution

system 38 also distributes external content received from the external headend 12. The

local content distribution system 38 is illustrated segmented into different functional

areas. In this example, a property (or hotel in this example) control portion 210 includes



a router 212, the console 56 and a property management system 58. The router 212 may

be part of the switching system 64 illustrated in Fig. 1. The router 212 may also be in

communication with a network 214 for receiving and transmitting various data.

[0040] A main distribution facility (MDF) 220 may also be part of the

aggregated content distribution system 38. The main distribution facility 220 may be in

communication with and physically separated from the hotel control portion 210. The

main distribution facility 220 may be located in a closet or room, for example, in a

basement or in an out-of-the-way location. The main distribution facility 220 may

include a main distribution facility switch 222. The main distribution facility switch 222

may also be in communication with local content sources 224. The local content sources

224 will be described below as different means for providing local content signals to the

remaining portions of the system. The management control system 50 may also be in

communication with switch 222.

[0041] The aggregated content distribution facility 38 may also include an

intermediate distribution facility (IDF) 230. The intermediate distribution facility 230

communicates the content to various user receiving devices such as user receiving devices

44A-44N located within hotel rooms 232. The intermediate distribution facility 230 may

be located on each floor of the hotel or adjacent to the plurality of hotel rooms in which it

serves. For larger systems 38 one main distribution facility 220 and a plurality of

intermediate distribution facilities 230 may be used. The intermediate distribution facility

230 may include an intermediate distribution facility switch 233 which communicates

signals to a format conversion module 234. The format conversion module 234 is used to

convert internet protocol (IP) signals to a coaxial format. In this example, the conversion

module 234 may be a DIRECTV® Ethernet coaxial adapter (DECA). The conversion

module 234 is an IP-to-coaxial converter. The conversion module 234 is in



communication with a single wire multi-switch or switch module (SWM) which is

referred to as a switch module 236. The switch module 236 may also be in

communication with the antenna 40. In this embodiment, four outputs 238 are received

from the antenna and communicated to the switch module 236. A splitter 240 may be

used to split the output of the switch module 236 to communicate the content signals and

guide data signals to the various areas such as hotel rooms 232 in this example.

[0042] The VOD/PPV source 62 is in communication with the intermediate

distribution facility switch 233. In another embodiment, the VOD/PPV source 62 may be

in communication with the main distribution facility switch 222.

[0043] The VOD/PPV source 62 may include a VOD/PPV content server 250.

The VOD/PPV content server 250 is used for storing and distributing video-on-demand

and pay-per-view content. The VOD/PPV content server 250 may include memory for

storing the pay-per-view and video-on-demand content.

[0044] The VOD/PPV source 62 may also include a switch module 252. The

switch module 252 may be a single-wire multi-switch module. The VOD/PPV server 250

together with the switch module 252 may be used to form a plurality of channels with

various content including video-on-demand content and pay-per-view content.

[0045] The switch module 252 may be in communication with a conversion

module 254. The conversion module 254 may be a DIRECTV® Ethernet coaxial adapter

(DECA). The conversion module may be an IP-to-coaxial converter.

[0046] Referring now to FIG. 3, the local headend 42 is illustrated in

functional blocks that may be implemented in hardware, software or a combination of

both. The local headend 42 has two main functions including user receiving device

functions 310 and local content functions 312 such as local content insertion, pay-per-

view insertions and video-on-demand insertion. The user receiving device functions 310



will be described as setback box functions but apply equally to various types of user

receiving devices including a set top box.

[0047] The user receiving device functions 310 include a setback box

discovery service 314. The setback box discovery service 314 initiates a service that

listens to the local network to discover all the setback boxes on the network. The service

may be implemented using different protocols including universal plug-and-play (UPnP)

and simple service discovery protocol (SSDP). Upon discovery of a new setback box, the

discovery service 314 reads identification data such as the IP address, the receiver

identifier and the conditional access module information. Also, other types of data may

be sent by the setback box discovery device including the signal quality, the current

setback box time, and low battery status for the remote control. This data is stored within

the setback box database 316. Each setback box may periodically notify the network of

its presence. An "alive" status may also be communicated regularly by the setback boxes

throughout the network. The setback box discovery service 314 receives the data which

may be used by the setback box manager 318 to display availability information to the

system operator.

[0048] The setback box database 316 contains lists for all discovered user

receiving devices (setback boxes), a running status of the user receiving devices, a

favorites list for each user receiving device and group data for the system.

[0049] The setback box manager 318 may include a set top box (STB)

hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) exported functionality (SHEF) communicator 320.

The HTTP commands from the SHEF communicator 320 and as control commands to

command the various user devices to perform different functions. The SHEF

communicator 320 is a service that the setback box manager 318 uses to generate

appropriate SHEF commands. The SHEF communicator 320 is capable of



simultaneously communicating with a group or sub-group of setback boxes in order to

quickly and efficiently send and receive data from a large number of setback boxes. The

groups or sub-groups may be selected at the console 56 of the local headend.

[0050] The SHEF communicator 320 may use a SHEF encryption key to

communicate with each setback box in the system. It should be noted that although one

SHEF communicator 320 is illustrated, different numbers of physical machines may be

used to run the function of the SHEF communicator 320. The number of physical

machines is dependent upon the number of user devices. The SHEF communicator 320

initiates connections and prevents a second command from being sent to a setback box

before a first command completes.

[0051] The setback box manager 318 allows the property management user to

configure, manage and view the status of the various setback boxes within the system 38.

This is performed using the console 56 illustrated in Fig. 3 . All of the setback boxes for

the system may be displayed at the console 56 with various data including a name, an IP

address, a receiver ID, a status, whether or not the system is active, and the like. The

display may also be organized by floors or other designated groups. Thus, different

groups of setback boxes may be controlled in a different manner. The setback boxes may

have access to different content or local channels as will be further described below. The

setback box manager 318 may be used to set room numbers, reboot the setback boxes,

display on-screen displays for a particular setback box or a group of setback boxes, and

define, apply and reset default settings. The setback box manager 318 may also be used

to define, manage and set favorites lists, receive visual or audio alerts regarding setback

box changes from active to non-active, configure various screen alerts and the like.

[0052] The setback box manager 318 may also provide other functions

including grouping of setback boxes into groups. This may be performed based upon



room number. Groups may be assigned by selection for special groups or sub-groups at

the facility. For example, when a conference is at a hotel, setback boxes for the rooms

assigned to the attendees of the conference may be selected together. By selecting the

group, local content channels may be accessed by only the attendees of the conference.

For example, various lectures may be telecast through the local property. Another use is

a concierge floor of a hotel which may allow access to more channels than a general

guest. The groupings may also be assigned by floor.

[0053] The user receiving device functions 310 may also include a dynamic

host configuration protocol (DHCP) server 324. The DHCP server 324 may be used to

provide IP addresses to the setback boxes and used to receive requests from setback boxes

using the dynamic host configuration protocol.

[0054] A property management system (PMS) interface 328 may also be

included within a user receiving device functions 310. The PMS interface 328 allows the

setback box manager 318 to communicate with the property management system 58

illustrated in Fig. 1. The property management system 58 may send event signals such as

check-in or check-out signals. One purpose of the PMS interface 328 is to interface with

an existing Property Management System with the local head-end. The PMS 85 may

initiate resetting the defaults of the setback boxes in the rooms when a guest checks in or

out by interfacing with the local head-end and sending these commands. A check-out or

check-in signal may be received from the property management system which may then

be communicated to the management control system 50. The PMS interface 328 is in

communication with the setback box manager 318 which generates the appropriate

communication signal such as the SHEF commands which are communicated to the

setback boxes.



[0055] The local content functions 312 are used for generating program guide

channel objects for the local content channels, pay-per-view channels and video-on-

demand inserted at the local headend. The channel objects provide the setback boxes

with enough data to create an entry in the program guide in the setback box. The channel

objects also provide enough data to allow the setback boxes to tune to the proper local

channel. It should be noted that a standard program guide may be received in various

manners from the satellite. The channel objects for the local channels may be referred to

as a local channel insertion channel object. The program guide is thus modified from a

standard program guide for the local content distribution system.

[0056] The local content functions 312 include a channel manager 330. The

channel manager 330 is used to define the channels that are communicated via a server-

based web application. The channels may be managed by a web user interface from the

console 56. Local content is distributed via a multicast stream having a multicast address

on an IP network. Each multicast stream is defined by a channel which will appear in the

setback box guide. Tuning data for the multicast stream is included in the program guide

to allow the user devices to tune to the channel. Virtual tuning may be used to "join" a

multicast using a multicast IP address. Metadata may also be provided for the local

content and the live channel streams. The channel manager may store metadata for local

channels.

[0057] The channel manager 330 may be used for performing various

functions. A local channel insertion channel manager 332 may be used to insert a channel

that is generated locally at the property. This channel may include locally-generated

videos, camera feeds, and the like. The channel manager 330 may also include a pay-per-

view channel manager 334. The pay-per-view channel manager 334 is used to generate

pay-per-view channels within the local content distribution system for distributing pay-



per-view content. A video-on-demand channel manager 336 is used to generate video-

on-demand channels at the local content distribution system.

[0058] The local content functions 312 are used to manage the list of all

available channels of local content using the channel manager 330. The local content

functions 312 may also provide the ability to stream out any local content insertion stored

video files via a multicast IP stream using a local multicast IP video pump 342.

[0059] A video file importer 344 may be used to import files via a file transfer

protocol or USB. The video file importer 344 stores files in a video files store 346. The

video file importer 344 imports content that is stored or prerecorded. The local content

insertion functions 312 may also import content from live channels. A live channel

monitoring system 348 may be provided prior to the multicast IP video pump 342. Live

channels may be communicated to the multicast IP video pump 342 from the live channel

monitoring system 348. The live channel monitoring system 348 may allow a check to be

performed on the live channel so that "bad" content may not be distributed to the setback

boxes. Live channel monitoring may include monitoring bitstreams for the live channels

for validation. Checks may be a simple MPEG-2 transport packet synch-byte verification

or looking for the presence of a particular bitstream. Of course, other types of

monitoring, depending on the type of signal, may be performed.

[0060] A channel list updater 350 may be used to update a channel list 352 in

response to the channel manager 330. The channel manager 330 may initiate an

additional channel (channel insertion) or remove a local content insertion channel from

the system (channel deletion). The local content insertion channel list updater 350

generates an insertion or deletion signal to update the channel list to add or remove a

channel and direct the system to the proper content within the file store 346 or the live

channels from the live channel monitoring system 348. These operations may be



performed through the console 56. The channel list updater 350 may also be used for

updating a list of video-on-demand content as well as pay-per-view channels available

within the content distribution system. Pay-per-view channels may be live channels

provided directly from a service provider such as DIRECTV®. Pay-per-view channels

may also be generated directly within the local content distribution system from

programming received from DIRECTV® or another video source.

[0061] The video file importer 344 may be used to import video-on-demand

files which are stored within the storage device 360. The video-on-demand files may be

stored and retrieved upon demand or selection from a user-receiving device. The video-

on-demand content may be streamed to the user devices using the video-on-demand

multicast IP video pump 362.

[0062] The video file importer 344 may also be used to receive pay-per-view

programming. As mentioned above, pay-per-view programming has a fixed start time

and end time. This may be locally established at the particular property from video-on-

demand files or PPV files previously stored within the storage device 360 or from content

streams provided directly from a service provider or external headend. The pay-per-view

multicast IP video pump 370 may be used to provide pay-per-view channels and pay-per-

view content to the user-receiving devices.

[0063] The local content functions 312 may also include a pay-per-view

manager 372. The pay-per-view manager 372 may generate a purchase record of content

purchased by a particular receiving device after a preview time has expired if applicable.

Content owners often provide a free grace period such as five minutes before billing is

incurred. A purchase record may be generated after the grace period. The purchase

record may include purchase data such as the time, content title, channel and receiver

identifier associated with the purchased content. The pay-per-view manager 372 reports



the purchase to the property management system. The property management system 58

may report a checkout signal to the pay-per-view manager 372. The pay-per-view

manager 372 may communicate a request to force a callback to the specific receiving

device associated with the user account being checked out. The forced callback signal

from the receiving device may be communicated directly to the external headend or

indirectly to the external headend through the local headend. This allows the external

headend to receive purchase data and store the purchase record for the local headend.

Ultimately, a billing record is generated at the local headend. The billing record may be

communicated electronically or through a paper copy to the owner of the local headend

for payment.

[0064] The pay-per-view manager may also provide conditional access signals

to the user devices so that the on-demand and pay-per-view channels can be withheld.

The conditional access may include, but is not limited to, encryption keys/decryption

keys.

[0065] Referring now to FIG. 4, a user receiving device 44 is set forth in

further detail. The user receiving device 44 may include one or more video tuner

modules 410. The video tuner modules 410 may receive signals from the satellite

antenna 40 through the single-wire multi-switch module 236. Each video tuner module

410 may be in communication with a demodulator module 412. The demodulator module

412 demodulates the tuned signal from the video tuner module and provides the output to

a forward error correction decoder 414. The forward error correction decoder 414 may be

provided to the display 48 through an output driver 420. Further, the output of one of the

decoders 414 may be provided to a memory 422 which may include a DVR 424. As

mentioned above, the DVR 424 may include a system partition 426 and a user partition



428. The content from the forward error correction decoder 414 may be stored in the user

partition 428 for later playback.

[0066] A conditional access module (CAM) 432 may also be provided within

the user receiving device. The CAM 432 may include decryption keys for decrypting the

content received. The CAM 432 may receive signals from the local headend 42 for

decrypting local PPV or on-demand content. Without a CAM 432 signals may not be

used by the user receiving device 44.

[0067] The memory 422 may also include a memory module 430 that

comprises various types of memory used for operating the user receiving device. For

example, the memory module 432 may include volatile memory and non-volatile

memory. Non-volatile memory may include an EEPROM. The memory module 432

may be used for storing various operational values and program guide data and the like.

[0068] The user receiving device 44 may also include a network tuner module

440. The network tuner module 440 may be used to tune to an RF signal for receiving

program guide data. The program guide data may be received from an external source

such as the satellite or through the local headend and the local content insertion functions

312 illustrated in Fig. 3 . Guide data for local channels may be IP-based and received

through the IP tuner module.

[0069] The user receiving device 44 may also include an IP tuner module 444.

The IP tuner module 444 may be used to transmit and receive data through the local IP

network associated with the content distribution system of the local headend.

[0070] The user receiving device 44 may also include a user control interface

input 446. The user control interface input 446 may provide inputs from buttons or

switches on a remote control device 450. For a setback box, the user control interface

input 446 may be provided from the remote control device 450. For a set top box, the



remote control device may communicate coded signals directly to the user control

interface input using infrared or RF signals. The remote control device 450 may provide

user control interface signals through a television for a user receiving device 44. The user

control interface input 446 receives the coded signals from the remote control device and

provides the coded signal to a controller 460. The controller 460 is a microprocessor-

based system that controls the various components within the user receiving device 44.

For example, the tuner module 410, the demodulator module 412, the decoder module

414, the conditional access module 430, the output driver 420, the memory 422 and the

tuner modules 410 may all be associated or in communication with the controller 460.

Based upon the various conditions, the controller 460 generates various outputs including

displaying program guide data and content data as well as receiving and forming

selections. Forming selections may include selecting a PPV channel or on-demand

content and following the prompts for paying for or agreeing to pay for the content on

checkout. The controller 460 also interfaces with the local headend 42 through the

network tuner module 440 so that various functions may be controlled. Some functions

have been described above and further functions will be described below.

[0071] It should be noted that the setback box or set top box embodied in the

user receiving device 44 may not include all of the various components depending upon

the configurations. Further, the number of other components may be increased as well.

For example, the number of tuner modules 410, demodulator modules 412 and decoders

414 may be increased. Further, the requirement for an IP tuner module 444 or network

tuner module 440 may not exist in some configurations. Various configurations for

different types of systems using different types of communication protocols may require

different components.



[0072] Referring now to FIG. 5, a method for performing pay-per-view and

video-on-demand at a local content system is set forth. In step 510, data is input

regarding programs that are broadcasting or are about to be broadcasted from the external

headend. The data may be obtained from the metadata associated with the program guide

data. A recording or storage of content may be scheduled at the local headend through

the console 56 based upon guide data. The local headend may schedule recordings for

storage within the VOD content storage 360 illustrated in Fig. 3 . The video file importer

344 brings content into the local system and allows an operator to assign metadata

thereto. The VOD server may include the content storage 360 described above. In step

514, the content is stored in the video-on-demand file storage 360.

[0073] In step 516, the channel manager 330 is used to assign channel

numbers to video-on-demand recordings to form pay-per-view channels or on-demand

content channels. The new channels created to carry pay-per-view and/or on-demand

content within the system 38 is stored within the channel list 352 of Fig. 3 as described

above. Pay-per-view channels are prescheduled to play content at a predetermined time.

On-demand content is scheduled immediately after the content is selected.

[0074] In step 518, a price delta or an incremental price increase (or decrease)

may be assigned through the console 56 for the various content. The price delta is the

increase in price charged by the local content distribution system above (or below) the

price charged by the content provider such as DIRECTV®.

[0075] In step 520, the channel data (channel objects, metadata, etc.) for the

program guide is provided to the receiving devices. The channel data may include the

live content channels being received and broadcasted through the system 38 as well as the

locally-inserted channels, such as local content insertion channels, video-on-demand

channels and pay-per-view channels.



[0076] In step 522, the channel data is received at the user-receiving devices

and displayed on a display associated with the user-receiving device. In step 524, the

video-on-demand channel may be tuned or selected. In step 526, selected PPV content

may be purchased from a menu display displaying video-on-demand or pay-per-view

content. A selection signal is communicated to the management control system 50. In

step 528, a stream of content is requested from the video-on-demand/pay-per-view server

250. In step 530, a video pump streams the program content selected. The on-demand

video pump may stream on-demand content in response to the selected content. The pay-

per-view video pump may also already be streaming pay-per-view content or provide

pay-per-view content at a particular time. That is, more than one channel may be used to

provide on-demand and pay-per-view content. In step 532, conditional access

authorization may be provided to the set top or set back boxes for receiving the video-on-

demand content or the pay-per-view content.

[0077] In step 534, the pay-per-view manager generates purchase data for the

purchased program. This may be performed after a preview if applicable. Many content

or property owners provide a five-minute content preview free of charge.

[0078] In step 536, a report of the purchase corresponding to the purchase data

is provided to the property management system. In step 538, the user account associated

with the receiving device is updated with the purchase data. That is, in a hotel

environment the hotel room is provided a charge within the property management system.

[0079] In step 540, the pay-per-view manager 372 reports to the management

control system when the guest checks out using a check-out signal. In step 542, the user

is charged the cost of the content plus (or minus) the delta as described above. In step

544, the pay-per-view manager 372 illustrated in Fig. 3 communicates a request signal for

a forced callback to the receiving device. That is, the receiving device such as the setback



box or set top box may be forced to call back and provide data regarding pay-per-view or

on-demand content. In step 546, a callback signal is generated at the receiving device and

is communicated to the external headend. The call back signal includes purchase data

corresponding to the selection or selections purchased at the particular receiving device.

The communication may be communicated directly or through the local headend 42. In

step 548, the purchase record comprising purchase data is associated with the property at

the headend. In step 550, the property is billed the cost of the content. This may be

performed by printing and mailing a bill or electronically generating a bill.

[0080] While particular embodiments of the disclosure have been shown and

described, numerous variations and alternate embodiments will occur to those skilled in

the art. Accordingly, it is intended that the disclosure be limited only in terms of the

appended claims.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method comprising:

communicating channel data for content stored at a video server to a receiving

device in communication with a local headend;

receiving a selection of the channel data to form selected content from the

receiving device;

communicating content corresponding to the selection to the receiving device;

storing a purchase record corresponding to the selection at the local headend;

associating the purchase record with the receiving device within the local

headend;

communicating a request for a callback from the local headend to the receiving

device; and

communicating a callback signal from the receiving device to an external headend

comprising purchase data corresponding to the purchase record.

2 . The method as recited in claim 1 wherein prior to communicating channel

data, storing pay-per-view content on the video server in the local headend.

3 . The method as recited in claim 2 wherein communicating content

comprises communicating pay-per-view content to a plurality of receiving devices using a

single channel at a predetermined start time.



4 . The method as recited in claim 2 wherein communicating channel data

comprises communicating pay-per-view channel data to the receiving device.

5 . The method as recited in claim 1 wherein prior to communicating channel

data, storing on-demand content on the video server in the local headend.

6 . The method as recited in claim 1 wherein communicating content

comprises communicating on-demand content to a single receiving device immediately

after being requested.

7 . The method as recited in claim 1 wherein communicating channel data for

content stored at a video server to a receiving device comprises communicating channel

data for content stored at the video server to a satellite television receiving device.

8. The method as recited in claim 1 wherein communicating channel data for

content stored at a video server to a receiving device comprises communicating channel

data for content stored at the video server to a set back box.

9 . The method as recited in claim 8 wherein communicating channel data

comprises communicating pay-per-view channel data to the receiving device.

10. The method as recited in claim 1 wherein prior to communicating content

corresponding to the selection, allocating a channel to the content in the local headend.



11. The method as recited in claim 10 wherein communicating content

comprises communicating content through the channel.

12. The method as recited in claim 11 further comprising generating checkout

signal at the local headend and wherein communicating the request for the callback signal

comprises communicating the request for a call back signal in response to the checkout

signal.

13. The method as recited in claim 12 wherein storing the purchase record

comprises communicating a purchase record from a pay-per-view manager to a property

management system and further comprising storing the purchase record in the property

management system.

14. The method as recited in claim 13 wherein communicating the request for

the callback comprises communicating the request for the callback from the pay-per-view

manager to the receiving device associated with the checkout signal.

15. The method as recited in claim 14 further comprising creating a billing

record for the local headend at the external headend comprising the purchase data.



16. A system comprising :

a receiving device; and

a local headend in communication with the receiving device communicating

channel data for content stored at a video server to a receiving device, receiving a

selection of the channel data to form selected content from the receiving device and

communicating content corresponding to the selection to the receiving device;

said local headend storing a purchase record corresponding to the selection at the

local headend, associating the purchase record with the receiving device within the local

headend and communicating a request for a callback from the local headend to the

receiving device;

said receiving device communicating a callback signal from the receiving device

to an external headend comprising purchase data corresponding to the purchase record.

17. The system as recited in claim 16 wherein the video server is disposed in

the local headend.

18. The system as recited in claim 1 wherein the content comprises pay-per-

view content having a predetermined start time.

19. The system as recited in claim 17 wherein the channel data comprises pay-

per-view channel data.

20. The system as recited in claim 16 wherein the content comprises on-

demand content.



21. The system as recited in claim 20 wherein the local headend streams the

on-demand content to a single receiving device immediately after being requested.

22. The system as recited in claim 16 wherein the receiving device comprises

a satellite television receiving device.

23. The system as recited in claim 16 wherein the receiving device comprises

a setback box.

24. The system as recited in claim 23 further comprising a channel manager

allocating a channel to the content in the local headend.

25. The system as recited in claim 24 wherein the local headend comprises a

property management system generating a checkout signal at the local headend and the

local headend communicates the request for a call back signal in response to the checkout

signal.

26. The system as recited in claim 25 wherein further comprising a pay-per-

view manager that communicates a purchase record to the property management system,

said property management system stores the purchase record.

27. The system as recited in claim 26 wherein the pay-per-view manager

communicates the request for the callback signal to the receiving device associated with

the checkout signal.



28. The system as recited in claim 26 wherein the external headend creates a

billing record for the local headend at the external headend comprising purchase data.
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